Graduate Will Gather Friday At Homecoming
Men and women of Rice in the service will be among the guests at the institute's 24th annual alumni Homecoming which will take place next week. The "old girl" will gather Friday and Saturday for the activities usually planned for the occasion. Business meetings and dinners will occur most of the program.

A large success expected and hoped for, said Weldon Calabrese, alumni representative, since this will be the best, the homecoming celebration for the duration, due to the transportation difficulties.

The wreath laying ceremony, traditional tribute paid to the founder at all gatherings, will be at 11 a.m., Saturday, November 21. Friday night a Bonfire and dinner and open house will be held in anemic conditions. Saturday morning a coffee is at Calabrese and an open house in the dormitories will precede the event. This is a traditional 7th Birthday Thursday at noon and a dance that night is still intended.

Complete service records of all Rice graduates are being kept by the alumni association, and it is hoped that this activity may be maintained for the duration of the war. The association is also accumulating money to be used for building needed offices on the campus in honor of William Marsh Rice.

Aggie Dance To Be At Arabia Temple
Throwing rivalry to the winds for the duration, the dance committee will sponsor its regular Rice-Alaman Danse at the Arabia Temple ballroom begin on Saturday night from 9 to 12 o'clock, according to Larry Prehn of the dance committee, who will be furnished by the Knight Owe, who will provide their traditionally fine entertainment. Due to frequent request, the orchestra has added a larger number of dance pieces to its repertoire for the enjoyment of those attending the gathering.

Although it is not guaranteed, our enemies down south might see fit to hold on to more manpower than we have, section orders, and it is hoped that the dance committee will have an enjoyable evening.

\"Profound Pappy\" Pattie Father of 6-1/2 Son
You wouldn't have known it from the way the Psychology 80 class was conducted Thursday, but Professor Frank A. Pattie, professor of psychology, became the father of a 6 1/2 pound boy at 9:20 a.m. yesterday. \"I didn't want the class to know about it,\" he said at noon yesterday, \"because I thought they'd want to come back.\"

\"What are you going to name it?\" his wife asked, to which he replied, \"My wife has a book with a list of names in it, and it doesn't even have Frank in it! I feel ille\"

The psychologist maintained, with little apparent success, that he had \"not been nervous a bit,\" but he insisted internally got up, shaved, and got the cut up before going to the hospital to see the new addition to the family. His pleasures of dozen words among Bemdes to this talk.

Mrs. Pattie and the baby are both doing nicely. The baby was born at St. Joseph's Infirmary.

\"Tau Beta Pi\" Initiates Five
The Texas Gamma chapter of the Tau Beta Pi graduate engineering honorary, installed five new members at its last Saturday meeting. The participants were the Beth Baldwin Literary Society, the Pre-Laws, the Eliza- 

Remember When
This Weekend Brings Back Fond Memories of Ancient Aggie Feud
\"Then days are gone forever\"

Those words might apply the sentiments of the upperclassman class of the campus who this week surveyed the prospect of another A&M-Institute grid classic tomorrow without the time-honored pre-game rivalry which has been a sports life and tradition here in the past.

The lowered honors in extir- pating the duration, but three have been the vital factors of the eyes in the eyes of many an old-timer. Bored seniors and blase junior sigh and murmur \"not the old spirit\", as anyone could hear, but for the old-fashioned sound of the \"Get your Aggie stick\", Here they come\"

Those were the days. Remember the stuffed owl and its precipitate getaway to the college bowl? The cat had to make an extra effort and a certain number of the student body must enter the south gates.

Stamp Drive Shows Progress; Over $125 Worth Is Sold
Students of the Institute are giving full support to the Dollar-a-Month Stamp Drive which opened Monday morning under the direction of the Architectural Society, George Frazier, president of chapter, Saturday, War stamps were placed in the beds of the dormitories in close reach of every student, and the results obtained have been estimated to be over 218 for this week. A tremendous number of dolls has been made for buying by having at least one doll's worth of stamps every month, and many have already fulfilled this request.

The plans for the drive were laid out so that the students themselves would take the whole sponsor- ship, and it was desired by the orig- inal committee that the eventual management and sponsorship of the drive be completely in the hands of the students. Several or- ganizations have already pledged for at least 50,000 by the end of the month, and this is expected to amount to the ex- tent of 100%, it was announced. Among those have been the Architectural Society, the Pre-Laws, the Eliza- 

Will Mend Toys For Tots
BSU Will Send Out 3000 Gifts
The Baptist Student Union, in continuation of its annual policy, will have a toy hospital again this year. The purpose of this program will be to mend broken toys to give to underprivileged Houston children.

This is the second year the drive is expected to be successful this year, since most new toys will be unbreakable, even throw to the plate.

Anyone having toys or clothes and broken, are invited to bring them to the BSU room on the second floor of Autry House.

\"Tootlight Rally\" Is Tonight
In a gallant attempt to make the last of August this year the traditional pre-Aggie bonfire, the Rally Club and the cheerleaders will sponsor tonight a Tootlight Rally in the field west of West Hall, beginning at \"Purpose\" of the countryside roundtable.

Rally Club members must enter through the parking lot gate. John W. Houston, president, said Thurs- day, \"it is a great pleasure to be able to secure the bonfire, and all students are asked to come and enjoy to the fullest the faculty and others will be present to entertain guests.
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History Made in Africa

Arminia Day Wednesday was paraded of Arabia's might all over the country, and thousands of Americans lined the streets of Jeddah to watch that spectacle. But even more worthy of consideration and close observation was the dramatic display of the night of an African A.F.E., which three days before had landed on the shores of French North Africa, and after scattered fighting in the jungle areas in that region, had marched to cease fire, with the whole of French North Africa in American hands.

The drama has just begun. The French were not enthusiastic in their fight; the Moroccan army did not seem to be driven to their frontier. The Americans were not there to destroy and pillage and take away, but to restore, to build up, and to redeem. Pages reports of the actions of Darlan and Petain and Giraud among others, of the French free zone are the objects of many apparently false and wildly reported facts. The real might of American force was not to put a test in the attack on the French North Africa, for that territory was not prepared, either physically or spiritually, to raise such an invasion.

The real clash of thills and skills and armies will come when the American forces strike out across Tunisia for the Libyan deserts, there to attempt to catch Erwin Rommel's Africa Corps in a box. Next troops have landed in Tunisia and evidently mean to have quite a bit to say of their own. If we're going to give, why not give as much as possible? I don't intend to be sarcasm, the writer (as usual, a Pre-Law) is going to give in defense of the Architects in The Wroxton Owl, for referring to the members of the Architectural Society as to the amount of stamps one per-month was a poor amount, indeed, for the architects to give up on Freeman so quickly . . . Romance of the year: Wallace Pounds as the best all-around freshman . . . Running them a close second was Betty Ann Hafkemeyer and June Whittington . . . Romance of the year: Wallace Pounds as the best all-around freshman. The week should see drastic developments in the North African theatre. If all goes according to schedule and the American forces can be coordinated properly, the odds stand with the Allies to crush the German between the new American contingent and the victorious British Eighth Army. But the odds of war are deceitful, and many if's precede the success of the move.

The week will see drastic developments in the North African theatre. If all goes according to schedule and the American forces can be coordinated properly, the odds stand with the Allies to crush the German between the new American contingent and the victorious British Eighth Army. But the odds of war are deceitful, and many if's precede the success of the move.

Shall the Allies succeed in gaining mastery of the whole North African theatre? If all goes according to schedule and the American forces can be coordinated properly, the odds stand with the Allies to crush the German between the new American contingent and the victorious British Eighth Army. But the odds of war are deceitful, and many if's precede the success of the move.

The week will see drastic developments in the North African theatre. If all goes according to schedule and the American forces can be coordinated properly, the odds stand with the Allies to crush the German between the new American contingent and the victorious British Eighth Army. But the odds of war are deceitful, and many if's precede the success of the move.

Lettires to the Editor

To the Editor:

It is a fine, patriotic bunch of architects we have on our campus. Have you heard? They are campaigning for the sale of Liberty Stamps. They can save a dollar every single month to buy war stamps. Twenty-five cents a week sounds like a lot of money. I wonder how much of each of those same students spend every week of the week? Next I say that it is an unjust which will be at least 20 times the mainstem sum. They are fighting for and how are we going about it. Keep informed. -Sincerely, when your time comes to serve, you may know what has gone before.

(Handwritten: Such a bargain as suggested in the letter will only help the heavy profits the Architectural Society have on their operation. I wonder how much each of them spends every week of the week? Next I say that it is a great which will be at least 20 times the mainstem sum. When your time comes to serve, you may know what has gone before.
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On the Upswing

Rejuvenated Aggies
Dangerous Opponents

Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 a small but determined squad of Owl footballers will attempt to keep alive their hopes for a conference championship when they play host to the apparently rejuvenated Texas Aggies.

Homey Norton, bald master of the Aggie eleven, brings to TCU a large squad which includes a third of last year’s starting eleven and which seems to have reached its critical stage this week. In the heartbreaking loss to Yale Webster, Count Rogers, Willie Zepisale and Leon Daniels. The first three of these inattentive quartets were starters last year, while backfield Daniels alienated with all-American Duane Moore and was considered by many to be at least Moore’s equal.

The starting line-ups, Brooks Simmons and Billy Henderson, were also regulars in 1941 and many fans with doubts will remember Henderson from ’39, when the lucky sophomore caught eight straight passes to lead his teammates to a 25-0 victory over the Feathered Frogs. Aggies Have Improved

The Aggies have been improving steadily since LSU trounced them early in the season and on the past two Saturdays they have beaten Arkansas and SMU. Without runners like Dick Dwelle might have to play the entire game at tailback as Rikerg is limping around on a bruised hip and Stoop Dickson is definitely out with a leg injury. Jim Nall is getting back into shape and may be able to give some relief to the badly overworked Pete Strauss and Frank Steimak. The rest of the squad is in good shape and should be ready to smash the Aggies jinx.
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McGregor’s “Quad”

COAT SWEATER

5.95

A blend of rayon and cotton, 
the “double” pockets, V-neck, ton sur ton collar and 
sleeves and matching buttons. 
in tan only.

MADDING’S DRUG STORE

MAKE YOUR HEADQUARTERS

STORE NO. 14

6002 So. Main St.

Wally

THOUSANDS OF COPPIES

OF “Our Southern Ways”)

“Take” vor “It’s a Wonderful Life”

AGAIN, THIS WEEKEND!

THE BURNT SILO

59c every Wed. night.

POLAR WAVE

ICE PALACE

2323 Hutchinson

Bite Students — Bring your blanket taxes and skates for 80-c every Wed. night.
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A field of five teams has entered the girls' basketball league, it was announced Wednesday afternoon by Pat Crady. The entering quintet are the EBLS, PALS, OWLS, Girls' Club and the Independents. Play will start in the league next Friday afternoon, November 26, when the EBLS meet the OWLS and the PALS tackle with the Girls' Club in a doubleheader to be played at the Palmer Gymnasium.